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TECHNICAL SALES ESTIMATOR/PURCHASING SPECIALIST
CRB Manufacturing Inc. is a small, family-owned metals manufacturing job shop located in Clackamas, Oregon.
Since 1948 CRB has provided machining, stamping and tooling solutions to a variety of industries throughout
the United States and abroad. Through the core values of quality and teamwork, CRB strives for continuing
excellence in people and process. If you know how to analyze engineering drawings, enjoy managing
customer and vendor relationships, and appreciate a creative shop environment – then we want to meet YOU!
CRB is looking for qualified candidates with a talent for time-management, and is now accepting resumes for
the following position:
Technical Sales Estimator/Purchasing Specialist
If you are an organized, technically sophisticated, advanced manufacturing professional, then this is the
opportunity for you. Our ideal candidate excels at simplifying the complex and gets personal satisfaction
from winning the work or saving the buck. This key position works directly with management,
programmers and machinists to engineer bills-of-material, find cost effective methods, and purchase
supporting materials and services. Essential functions include: customer quoting, ordering from suppliers,
and driving on-time delivery of goods and services. Resilience and detail-orientation are also key mindsets.
Ask yourself:
✓ Do you have 2+ years of estimating experience in a technical field?
✓ Can you bring a working knowledge of raw materials and common advanced manufacturing
processes to hit the ground running on day-one?
✓ Do you enjoy working in a collaborative environment where you’re expected to contribute top-notch
ideas and technical skills?
✓ Are you generally excellent at developing relationships and driving on-time delivery? Does variety in
product and process challenge you in a good way?
✓ Do you believe in the power of small business? Can you thrive in a progressive team atmosphere
where your contribution really counts?
If you answered YES to the questions above, then we want to hear from YOU!
Submit resume and cover letter using the form on our careers page here.
Salary is DOE and Health/Dental/Life benefits will be available the first of the month following 30 days.
CRB Manufacturing Inc. is an equal opportunity employer.
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